Europa-Park´s fourth winter season meets
with positive response: Europa-Park extends
its daily opening hours
Rust, December 16th 2004. Also Europa-Park´s fourth winter season
is a complete success. This shows an annual visitor poll, which
confirms that Europa-Park is a great experience also during the
"magical Winter Weeks?. For the first time, the winter season got the
same positive rating as the summer season. The managers of
Europa-Park have now decided to open Europa-Park already at 10 am
(instead of 11 am) during the holidays. Thus, the visitors now have
just as much time in winter as in summer to experience attractions,
shows and the additional winter programme - and all this at a
reduced rate. On December 24th and 25th Europa-Park will be closed
for Christmas.
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Winter break at Europa-Park? No way! For the fourth time, the popular
leisure park offers leisure activities for the whole family in winter. Almost
2000 fir trees, more than 300.000 fairy lights, many additional attractions,
such as a Children´s Ski School, Snowtubes, the big "Winterworld for
Kids? and of course a beautiful Christmas Market are just some of the
highlights of the "magical Winter Weeks?. Moreover, a fantastic show
programme with the Ice-Show "Wonderland on Ice? and our big "Circus
Revue? guarantees fun and entertainment for everybody. And also the
colourful "Parade of Lights? is a wonderful experience for the whole

family.
Europa-Park will be open for the "magical Winter Weeks? until January 9th.
NEW: Now Europa-park is open daily from 10 am until 7 pm. On
December 24th and 25th Europa-Park will be closed.
Admission: Children up to 3 years: free, children 4 - 11 years: 16,50 ?,
adults: 19,00 ?.
The evening ticket (entrance possible at 4 pm), which costs 9,- ? for adults
and 7,- ? for children, invites all visitors to spend a wonderful afternoon in
the wintry landscape of the park.
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